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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
Flowers in Tomb, for large ensemble, is composed in 2016. The piece is a long development based 
on descending steady lines. These lines symbolize my personal grief towards the girl Daiyu (黛玉) 
who buries the flowers in Daguanyuan (大观园), the garden of Rongguo Mansion (荣国府). The story 
is from the traditional Chinese novel Dream of the Red Chambet (ࠓ红楼梦ࠔ). At the moment when 
Daiyu sees the dying flowers, she associates their lives with herself. Lives are just like flowers, their 
seeds once came from wind, and then their beauties later leave with wind. Daiyu was sent from her 
family to the royal garden Daguanyuan for a better life, but because she was not born here, she 
never feels that she belongs. The relationship between Daiyu and Daguanyuan symbolizes the 
relationship between me and the world I’m living in, and thus triggers my deep sympathy towards 
Daiyu and her buried flowers. The piece is a personal reflection of my sympathy. 
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Instrumentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Parts are all solos) 
 
Flute 
Oboe 
Clarinet in B flat 
Bassoon 
 
Horn in F 1 
Horn in F 2 
Trumpet in B flat 
Trombone 
Tuba 
 
Percussion 1 
Percussion 2 
 
Harp 
Piano 
 
Violin 1 
Violin 2 
Viola 
Violoncello 1 
Violoncello 2 
Contrabass 
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Percussion List 
 
 
 
 
 
Percussion 1 – 
Glockenspiel, full size 
Vibraphone, full size 
Crotales, full size 
Cymbal, set of one, regular size 
Bass drum 
Triangle 
 
Percussion 2 – 
Marimba, full size 
Xylophone, full size 
Chimes, regular size 
Gongs, set of two in pitches written 
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Performance Notes 
 
 
 
 
For Winds: 
 
slap tongue –  
For instruments with mouthpiece, kiss the m mouthpiece, also equals smacking tongue 
For flute, also equals tongue pizz. 
 
Multiphonics references –  
For flute, The Other Flute by Robert Dick, second edition 
For oboe, Oboe Unbound by Libby van Cleve 
For clarinet, New Directions for Clarinet by Phillip Rehfeldt 
For bassoon, The Techniques of Bassoon Playing by Pascal Gallois 
Performers should play general multiphonics only if the original one is unavailable. 
 
   airy tone, with approximately 50% of pitch. 
   slap tongue. 
   for flute and clarinet only – tongue ram, fingering as written (pitch accordingly). 
   flutter tongue. 
   for oboe – slap tongue without reed, and for bassoon – brassy tongue. Pitch as written. 
 
nor.   back to normal playing. 
 
 
For brass: 
 
   airy tone, no pitch. 
   airy tone, play with mouthpiece only (without instrument body), no pitch. 
   flutter tone. 
   gliss with mouthpiece, play without the instrument body. 
 
Multiple types of mutes are been used, notations are on score. 
 
nor.   back to normal playing. 
 
 
For percussion: 
 
Instruments are expected to be played by a string bow or hands, as notated on score. 
 
 
For harp and piano: 
 
   for harp – bowing the string between two strings with only the hair part of a string bow, and for piano – 
bowing the string inside of the instrument with only the hair part of a string bow. The same note head also uses as 
“pluck the string” for piano, as notated on score. 
   damp the string while playing (for piano only). 
 
  viii 
nor.   back to normal playing. 
 
 
For strings: 
 
Levels of sul ponticello and sul tasto –  
None, a little; +, very; ++, extreme; +++, for s.t., place the bow right behind the left hand fingering, and for s.p., 
place the bow exactly on the bridge. 
 
   hammering the string (one can use either hand whichever comfortable). 
   bowing the tail piece. 
   bowing the instrument body. 
 
h.h.   half wood half hair 
ord.   back to ordinary playing. Fit for s.t. and s.p. groups only. 
nor.   back to normal playing. Fit for all others. 
 
 
For all: 
 
  quarter sharp,   three quarter sharp,   quarter flat,   three quarter flat 
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